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Abstrat. In the ontribution, the development of ombinatorial thinking of ele-

mentary shool students is disussed. A set of problems inluding their elaboration

with di�erent solving strategies is also presented.

1. Introdution

Combinatoris plays a very important role in the development of mathematial

thinking. Its importane is primarily in the development of logial thinking

and ommon ombination skills. But it an also be onsidered as the basis for

subsequent probabilisti problem solving.

In partiular, it is a part of the high shool (seondary shool) urriulum,

where it is restrited to lassial problems of forming groups of subjets and

determining the number of all groups that meet spei� onditions. Usually, it

is not a part of the elementary shool urriulum, only in some math-foused

shools their students get in touh with it.

Some elementary shool students solve ombinatorial problems already in

the 5th grade when they take tests to get into a grammar shool ("gym-

názium"). Apart from the tests, they also solve them during mathematial

ompetitions or while taking various quizzes. On the seond level of elemen-

tary shools, students also solve ombinatorial problems but only intuitively
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by using their ommon sense or by substituting random �gures without using

formulas or general ombinatorial priniples.

We fous on the development of ombinatorial thinking on the basis of

problem solving. The attention is paid to various solving strategies without

the use of given ombinatorial relations with progressive problems and building

up the theory of ombinations.

It is important to realize that ombinatoris is tightly linked to other math-

ematial branhes. We need to solve several problems dealing with ombina-

tion of letters, numbers, et. And that is why we believe that the development

of ombinatorial thinking is very important and should be initiated as soon

as possible.

2. Basi onepts of ombinatoris

In daily life we need to solve problems in whih we ompile ertain groups

of objets. We want to know the number of suh groups and the order of

partiular elements. For example, an ie hokey oah who forms groups

of players needs to form all possible groups plus to know who is going to

play a ertain position. Therefore the order of players in every group is very

important.

When a shool prinipal builds the shedule of lasses, he does this it the

same manner as the hokey oah forms groups of players. He forms groups of

lasses in whih their order is important. Combinatoris an help us solve suh

problems. Combinatoris examines groups (subsets) of elements whih are

taken out of a ertain basi group (set). Depending on whether the elements

in the subsets may or may not be repeated, we di�erentiate several kinds of

groups of elements � subsets with repetition and without repetition. We also

reognize ordered and disordered subsets.

We hoose k from n given elements of a �nite set N (k ∈ N,n ∈ N) of all

natural numbers and form (dis)ordered k-tuples. To �nd all the possibilities we

an apply basi ombinatorial rules (the rule of sum and the rule of produt),

basi de�ned onepts (permutation, variation, and ombination), or a list

of all possible solutions (a table hart, a logial tree, et.). We an also use

some solving strategies based on the graph theory (graphial illustration of

the problem, et.).

Combinatoris an be also used in many other mathematial branhes,

partiularly in algebra (the representation theory of groups), in the number

theory and the game theory, in geometry, in topology, and mathematial anal-

ysis. Now we will fous on the appliation of basi ombinatorial rules in the

development of ombinatorial ideas and students' solving strategies.
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2.1. The rule of sum (addition priniple)

The rule of sum is the �rst rule of ombinatoris. We use it when we need to

�nd all possible solutions of a problem or to set a rule while reating those solu-

tions. It is good to divide the examined objet (the given numbers, the number

of ontestants, et.) into a few mutually disjoint groups A1, A2, . . . , Ak and

look into eah group/set separately. Let A1, A2, . . . , Ak be �nite sets. If a set

A1 inludes n1 elements, a set A2 inludes n2 elements,. . . , Ak inludes nk

elements and if every two from these sets are disjoint (Ai ∩Aj = ∅) for i �= j;

i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k, then the number of all elements of the union of sets

A1 ∪ A2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ak =

k⋃

i=1

Ai (1)

is equal to

n1 + n2 + . . . + nk =
k∑

i=1

ni. (2)

At the end, we ount the numbers of obtained solutions in eah group.

2.2. The rule of produt (multipliation priniple)

The seond ombinatorial rule, the rule of produt, is a bit more ompliated

than the �rst one. When forming groups of two elements, we often know

how many ways are there to selet the �rst and the seond element, while

the number of options of seleting the seond element does not depend on the

way the �rst element was seleted. Let the �rst element an be seleted by m

ways and the seond element by n ways. Then the ouple of those elements

(m,n) may be seleted by m · n ways. This harateristi may be generalized

for the seletion of k-tuples. If a set A1 onsists of n1 elements, a set A2 of n2

elements, and a set Ak of nk elements, then the number of all possible ordered

k-tuples is equal to

n1 · n2 · . . . · nk =
k∏

i=1

ni (3)

2.3. The onept of order and dupliation of elements

Understanding the onept of a dis-/ordered k-tuple onsisting of ertain n

elements with or without the possibility of repetition of the elements is very

important. The orret omprehension may be further developed on the ba-

sis of problem solving without the use of ombinatorial rules and priniples.
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For elementary shool students, working with numbers is the most natural

ativity � formation of numbers aording to given rules. While doing that,

they pratie terminology (a number, a digit, a single/double digit number,

et.). We an use tasks fousing on formation of numbers due to their divisi-

bility, parity, the order of digits, et.

We must not forget the students motivation � the way we set problems,

their relevane and appliation in daily life, and the whole elaboration of them.

There is a set of problems below in whih there are some examples of problems.

To solve them, basi ombinatorial rules may be used.

3. Set of problems

U1 Form all possible double digit numbers by using the digits 1, 2, 3, 4.

The digits must not be repeated.

U2 How many even natural numbers an be formed by using the digits given

below? Eah digit an be used only one.

a) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

b) 0, 1, 2, 3, 5

U3 How many six-digit natural numbers an we get by using the digits 1

and 2 if no twos an be next to eah other?

U4 There are �ve tikets available. There is the digit "1" written on three

of them, the digit "2" on one of them, and the digit "3" on another one.

How many �ve-digit numbers an we get using the tikets?

U5 Determine how many three-digit natural numbers are there:

a) if eah digit in their deimal reord ours only one

b) if some digit in their deimal reord ours at least twie

U6 How many natural numbers bigger than 15 an be formed using the

digits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5? Eah digit an be used only one (must not be

repeated).

U7 Va²ek forgot his shoolmate's phone number. All he remembers is that

it is a nine-digit number and starts with 23. No digits an be repeated

and it is divisible by 25. Determine how many possible phone numbers

are there?
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When solving given problems, we fous on illustration. Pupils are given e.g.

playing ards or ards with numbers and are led to systematially reord all

possibilities.

4. Examples of problem solving

U1

Students are given multi-olored ards with digits 1, 2, 3, and 4 on them.

While they are forming pairs, they need to realize that the digits must not be

repeated (i.e. no two pairs an have the same olor, Figure 1 (right)).

Figure 1: Double digit numbers � U1

Another possibility is to use a table diagram. This method is very well-

arranged. In an arranged diagram a student rosses out numbers in whih the

same digit is used twie.

U5

In the following example, the emphasis is put on the lari�ation of the basi

onepts whih are used by teahers and students. At �rst, we read the task

and then we take a loser look at it to prevent potential misunderstanding

of the task. Everything is done illustratively to enourage the kids to ask

questions. They then use logi to solve the task.

A teaher asks questions suh as:

• How many digits does a three-digit number have?

• What does "the deimal notation" mean?

• What is in the �rst, seond, and third plae of a three-digit number?

• Read the given number and tell me how many units, tens, and hundreds

it has.

• What is the smallest/largest three-digit number?
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Figure 2: Logial tree � U5

Note: We explain to the kids that between these double digit numbers there

are all three-digit numbers and that we will take only these ones that meet the

onditions of the task.

The assignment: Determine the number of all three-digit natural num-

bers suh that in their deimal notation eah digit appears only

one.

Proedure of problem solving:

• We determine how many di�erent digits an be in the plae of hundreds,

tens, and units.

• We tell the kids that in the �rst plae there must not be the digit 0

beause if it was there, then it would not be a three-digit but a double

digit number.

• In the seond plae there may be all the digits 0-9 exept for the digit

whih is already in the �rst plae. That way we meet the assignment

that says that eah digit an appear only one.

Another proedure:

We make a logi tree whih will help the kids to �nd all possible solutions

(Figure 2) and to understand the priniple of the given task. We ask them

questions, so they use logi to �nd solutions. We ask them questions suh as:

• What digit an be in the �rst plae?
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• If the digit 1 is in the �rst plae, what digits an be in the seond plae?

• Can the digit 1 be both in the �rst and in the seond plae? Why/why

not?

• Can the digit 0 be in the �rst plae? Why/why not?

• What digits an be in the third plae if there is the digit 1 in the �rst

plae and the digit 2 in the seond plae?

• How many three-digit numbers whih meet the onditions are there?

The kids must keep in mind that eah digit an appear only one, i.e. it

must not be repeated. In the piture (Figure 2), possible steps how to reord

the reation of numbers are shown.

The kids will notie that there are 9 possibilities of the reord of the �rst

plae of a three-digit number (digits 1�9). There are also 9 possibilities in

the seond plae (digits 0�9 exept for the digit whih is already in the �rst

plae, i.e. 10 − 1 = 9). And in the third plae, there are 8 possibilities of the

reord (digits 0�9 exept for the digits in the �rst and in the seond plae,

i.e. 10 − 2 = 8). In every hain oriented by the �rst digit, there is 9 · 8 = 72
possible solutions. In the end they will ount the total of all solutions whih

is 9 · 72 = 648 solutions.

U7

In this last example of problem solving, we will pay attention to students'

motivation � there is a real situation whih they are familiar with. The use

of ombinatorial rules and priniples is fairly obvious. As another element of

motivation, a olored piture is used. Di�erent possibilities are in di�erent

olors (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Phone number � U7
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5. Conlusion

In the ontribution, a possible proedure how to develop ombinatorial think-

ing of primary shool students and to build their knowledge struture without

the understanding of basi ombinatoris is outlined. The emphasis is put

on the development of solving strategies, reative approah of a teaher and

a student, motivation, and pratial appliation of gained knowledge.
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